(Key) Drug Dependency Double Puzzle

Unscramble each of the clue words. Copy the letters in the numbered cells to other cells with the same number. On the back of this handout, select five words to write five lesson-related sentences.

**HECNECNED** 1
**SATSBCBUEN SEABU** 4
**TNNEREROVP** 5
**RALPESE**
**COLALHO**
**LISTCNE** 9
**HIONER** 2
**NTTEAHEMEMIAHPM** 6 1
**TIINONSE**
**PEIKRSANLL**
**OBITNIEHLRTA**
**DIOATIANIXTOCFE** 7
**NINIAITOIXCT** 8
**SONLOCUER**

Dependency  Substance abuse  Prevention  Relapse  Alcohol  Clients  Heroin  Methamphetamine  Nicotine  Painkillers  Rehabilitation  Detoxification  Intoxication  Counselor  Treatment